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A B S T R A C T   

In the construction sector, complex constraints are not usually modeled in conventional scheduling and 4D 
building information modeling software, as they are highly dynamic and span multiple domains. The lack of 
embedded constraint relationships in such software means that, as Automated Data Collection (ADC) technol-
ogies become used, it cannot automatically deduce the effect of deviations to schedule. This paper presents a 
novel method, using semantic web technologies, to model and validate complex scheduling constraints. It 
presents a Linked-Data based Constraint-Checking (LDCC) approach, using the Shapes Constraint Language 
(SHACL). A prototype web application is developed using this approach and evaluated using an OpenBIM da-
taset. Results demonstrate the potential of LDCC to check for constraint violation in distributed construction 
data. This novel method (LDCC) and its first prototype is a contribution that can be extended in future research 
in linked-data, BIM based rule-checking, lean construction and ADC.   

1. Introduction 

There is great potential to develop data-driven approaches to sup-
port look-ahead planning in construction, but these approaches require 
constraints to be codified into a machine-readable format. Look-ahead 
planning is a crucial phase in construction planning and control where 
the construction program for the next six weeks is developed [1]. In 
look-ahead planning, it is important to ensure that all prerequisites are 
complete and that constraints violations are removed for each work 
package before it is released to weekly work plans [1]. When look- 
ahead planning is done manually for complex projects, it is difficult to 
track and monitor the prerequisites and identify constraint violations 
[2,3]. Automated Data Collection (ADC) technologies, such as Global 
Positioning Systems (GPS) [4,5], Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) 
[6,7], computer vision [8,9], and other sensor-based data collection 
methods [10,11], help to automate tracking and monitoring pre-
requisites for work packages. Prerequisites are the conditions necessary 
for a work package to be executed such as availability of resource and 
completion of prior tasks. Constraint violations happen when the pre-
requisites are not complete. Although there has been research focusing 
on automation of prerequisite tracking, research concerning the de-
velopment of data-driven methods to identify constraint violations have 

received insufficient attention. 
The knowledge about construction processes is predominantly co-

dified as precedence relationships in the form of master plans and phase 
plans in 4D Building Information Model (BIM) and other scheduling 
software systems. However, it is often the case that the model break-
down structures in these knowledge bases do not match the work 
breakdown structures for construction site activities [12] as they only 
contain a subset of the relationships between activities and resources 
[13]. Also, construction scheduling constraints such as disjunctive 
constraints and discrete resource capacity constraints [14,15], are not 
codified in these knowledge bases. In addition, detailed construction 
information (such as look-ahead plans and weekly plans) are not at all 
incorporated into these systems but communicated to the relevant 
personnel in the form of method statements [16]. 

The combination of the sensor data from ADC and the semantic 
relationships of the activities (including constraints) embedded in the 
information models enable data-driven constraint checks to ensure that 
work packages are ready for construction. However, complex con-
struction constraints are not usually modeled in conventional in-
formation models because they are highly dynamic and span multiple 
domains. And thus, despite having the potential to support look-ahead 
planning in construction, the current lack of detail and semantics in the 
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information models limits the application of data-driven decision sup-
port systems in this area. 

There is an emerging research trajectory on codifying this detailed 
construction process information and then using automated methods to 
generate construction programs [17–19]. Although these methods 
present a robust framework for the codification of construction process 
information, they do not address inherent challenges related to the 
interoperability associated with construction datasets. The first chal-
lenge is that the required data remain distributed in multiple hetero-
geneous datasets [16,20,21] over multiple servers, creating problems of 
interoperability. The second challenge is that the construction con-
straints are dynamic and span multiple domains [22], requiring a 
constraint evaluation method that could traverse through hetero-
geneous data stored on different servers and domains to check for 
constraint violations. These challenges limit the codification of detailed 
construction process information and semantics into a machine-read-
able form, thereby limiting the opportunities offered by data-driven 
decision support systems, such as BIM based rule-checking systems, to 
assist look-ahead planning. 

This paper aims to develop a linked-data based constraint-checking 
(LDCC) method to define and check complex and dynamic scheduling 
constraints in construction. Linked-data is a set of design principles for 
publishing data in a structured format so that the data can be connected 
and then interpreted by machines [23]. Linked-data based methods are 
beginning to be used to address problems associated with interoper-
ability issues in construction datasets [24]. Publishing the construction 
process information following linked-data principles as a Resource 
Description Framework (RDF) graph ensures semantic interoperability. 
This can be achieved using ontologies to define taxonomies and services 
to enable sharing and reusing domain knowledge [25,26]. In this paper, 
construction scheduling constraints are modeled to validate and detect 
violations in construction process information in the form of RDF 
graphs using a data modeling language called the Shapes Constraint 
Language (SHACL) [27]. The proposed method ensures that semantic 
interoperability is retained, enabling constraint-checking systems to 
infer from multiple databases without human intervention [28]. The 
novelty of this paper lies in addressing the stated challenges by lever-
aging the opportunities offered by linked-data to develop a dynamic 
constraint-checking method to assist look-ahead planning. The LDCC 
method developed in this paper is of value to researchers working on 
the lean construction, BIM-based rule-checking and linked-data, as it 
demonstrates how BIM based rule-checking can be used in combination 
with linked-data to develop decision-support for look-ahead planning. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the 
prior work on BIM based rule-checking and introduces the linked-data 
applications to address data siloes, on which the current research is 
based. Section 3 outlines LDCC, our proposal that combines a linked- 
data based approach using SHACL with BIM based rule-checking to 
model and validate cardinality, logical, precedence, disjunctive and 
discrete scheduling constraints. Section 4 presents a prototype web 
application implementing this LDCC method, covering the user inter-
face, processing web application, storage and data. Section 5 discusses 
the results of evaluating it using an OpenBIM dataset and how the LDCC 
method provides an important first step towards linked-data based rule- 
checking for construction scheduling constraints by checking for con-
struction constraint violations. Section 6 presents the conclusions and 
suggests future research directions to extend the LDCC method through 
work on linked-data, data science, lean construction and ADC. 

2. Related work 

To efficiently develop the construction program in look-ahead 
planning, the activities that are planned for the next six weeks are 
identified from the master plan, followed by identification of constraint 
violations for the identified activities and removing them to make sure 
they are ready. The activities whose constraints violations are 

completely removed are then scheduled for the next six weeks [29]. 
Look-ahead planning is often done manually [30]. This results in errors 
in identification and removal of constraint violations [31], thus re-
sulting in scheduling tasks, that are not ready to be executed [3]. To 
support look-ahead planning, researchers have used BIM to visualize 
the status of the different work packages [32], improve collaboration 
among project participants focusing on communicating constraints [33] 
and generate work-orders [34]. Although, there is further potential for 
automating the identification of constraint violation using BIM based 
rule-checking when detailed construction information is stored in BIM, 
this is a research area that has received insufficient attention. 

This section discusses the prior research on BIM based rule-checking 
and linked-data applications to provide a background for the develop-
ment of LDCC method. Section 2.1 introduces the concepts of BIM 
based rule-checking and discusses prior work on automating rule- 
checking on BIM models. However, these studies have not addressed 
the challenge of connecting across diverse sources of data in the con-
struction sector while performing BIM based rule-checking. Section 2.2 
describes how this challenge has been studied in detail by researchers 
working on linked-data, and presents SHACL, a linked-data based data 
constraint modeling language. 

2.1. BIM based rule-checking systems 

A rule-checking system used to define, deploy, execute, and monitor 
the results of the rule-checking process is known as a Business Rule 
Management System (BRMS) [35]. Knowledge in a BRMS is separated 
into logic (the rules that need to be satisfied) and data (to define the 
particular model to be checked). Data refer to the particular model that 
needs to be checked against the rules defined in the logic. Data are case- 
specific, whereas logic is generalizable and can be used across cases. 
Therefore, by separating logic from data, it is possible to manipulate 
both independently, as people who model the data may or may not be 
the ones who define the rules [36]. 

To integrate the BRMS concepts with BIM to perform rule-checking 
on BIM, Eastman et al. [37] provides four functionalities to perform 
BIM based rule-checking. These are: 1) Rule interpretation: Textual rules 
are converted into a machine-interpretable format; 2) Building model 
preparation: Information in the form of models is converted into a 
format required for the execution of the rules; 3) Rule execution: The 
prepared model is checked against the defined machine-interpretable 
rules; and 4) Reporting: The results of the rule-checking process are 
communicated to the user or raised to another system. These func-
tionalities need to be present in the constraint checking method pro-
posed in this paper. 

Each of these functionalities may be fully automated or semi-auto-
mated to improve speed and reduce errors. Solihin et al. [38] described 
methods to automate each of the four steps. To automate rule inter-
pretation, they suggested distilling the rule content from written text 
using tools (e.g. LegalRuleML [39], RASE (requirement, applicability, 
selection, and exception) markup [40]) and transcribing the rule con-
tent into a rule language (e.g. Drools [41]). To automate building model 
preparation, existing data models are transformed into the required 
knowledge representation using converters (e.g. conversion of Industry 
Foundation Classes (IFC) to linked-data formats that extend that func-
tionality using ifcOWL to process rules in the Semantic Web Rule 
Language (SWRL) [42]). Rule execution is automated using BRMS. The 
results of rule-checking are taken from the BRMS and reported to the 
user after analysis. 

Depending on how inferences are made from data, BIM based rule- 
checking systems can be classified into four classes according to its 
complexity [43]. The complexity is regarded as Class 1 when the rule- 
checking system queries entities and attributes against a value. For 
Class 2 complexity, the rule-checking system need to calculate/derive 
additional values for rule execution. In rule-checking systems classified 
as Class 3, the data structure of the information model needs to be 
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extended to perform rule execution. Finally, new model objects are 
created from the existing data sets to perform rule execution in rule- 
checking systems with Class 4 complexity. Thus, to perform constraint 
checking on distributed construction data, a rule-checking system with 
a complexity of Class 3 is needed as the data structure needs to be 
extended to link data distributed in multiple servers. 

There is increasing interest in BIM based rule-checking to increase 
model quality and to provide decision support in the construction 
sector. Existing proposals use different methods, such as using rule 
engines [44], query languages [45], rule languages [46] and machine 
learning methods [47] for BIM based rule-checking. Prior research in 
this area has extended knowledge on using BIM based rule-checking for 
ensuring code compliance [48], construction safety [49], and for aiding 
design verification [46] and construction site planning [50]. These 
studies have assumed that relevant information is available as a BIM 
model in a single repository. However, this assumption may not hold 
true in the case of construction information. Therefore, the BIM based 
rule-checking methods focusing in the construction stage should be able 
to check for violation in data distributed over multiple databases. To 
address the issue of construction information siloes, attention is now 
turned to the prior research on the use of linked-data to model the 
knowledge required for rule-checking by exploiting the potential of 
linked-data to link across domains to create semantic information 
models [51,52]. 

2.2. Linked-data and constraint-checking 

What is the relevance of linked-data based constraint-checking in look- 
ahead planning? Construction information remains fragmented across 
multiple silos, restricting the application of BIM based rule-checking 
tools [22,51,53]. In the case of look-ahead planning, construction 
constraints are complex and require information from heterogeneous 
sources. Consider the case of modeling a constraint for a lifting activity, 
which comprises of a module being delivered to a construction site by a 
truck. The module is then stored in a laydown area and finally lifted by 
a crane and installed at the designated location. Despite being a simple 
process, there is a need to integrate information from multiple sources 
to perform constraint-checking for this process. Crane parameters are 
obtained from crane subcontractors, truck parameters are obtained 
from truck subcontractors, and site conditions are obtained from the 
Building Information Model (BIM) residing in the main contractor 
server. All this information is required to check whether a crane is 
available for lifting the module, whether a laydown area is available to 
store the module, and whether preceding activities at the installation 
location are complete. Hence, the constraint-checking system should 
have the capability to traverse over data distributed over multiple 
subcontractor servers and make logical inferences to determine whether 
the modeled activity could be performed. Linked-data technologies 
offer opportunities to link across heterogeneous datasets to perform 
checks on the data. 

Pauwels et al. [24] surveyed the application of linked-data in the 
AEC domain and found that researchers have used linked-data to im-
prove interoperability, to link across domains, and to generate logical 
proofs and inference, thus demonstrating the use of linked-data for 
connecting construction information. The main principles of publishing 
information using linked-data are to 1) use Uniform Resource Identi-
fiers (URI) to name the resources (both concepts and properties), 2) use 
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) URI so that the modeled resources 
can be accessed using the internet, 3) provide more information about 
the resources using standards (RDF and SPARQL) when the URIs are 
looked up, and 4) provide links to the related URIs so that the resource 
can act as a starting point to explore the related data spaces [54]. These 

principles enable linked-data technologies to link and share data across 
heterogeneous sources without being limited by the scope of underlying 
schemas of the source data [55]. Researchers have attempted to use 
linked-data to address the limitations of BIM related to structuring and 
querying product information [55–57], facility management [58,59], 
and solving interoperability [60]. Pauwels et al. [61] combined IFC and 
semantic web technologies to develop a semantic rule-checking en-
vironment for BIM. 

Following linked-data terminology, information artifacts are mod-
eled as “concepts” and are related to associated “properties” in the form 
of a “statement.” Each statement has three resources (subject, pre-
dicate, and object) modeled as a directed labeled graph (See Fig. 1). The 
statement is called an RDF triple. The graph structure formed by ap-
plying the logical AND operator to a series of RDF triples is referred to 
as an RDF graph [23]. The semantics of an RDF graph can be further 
improved using RDF vocabularies and ontologies. The RDF schema 
vocabulary is one such vocabulary that enables the specification of 
classes, subclasses, data types, labels, etc. [62]. OWL is a more ex-
pressive way to improve the semantic structure of an RDF graph [63] 
and has RDF concepts as a subset. The graphs constructed using OWL 
are termed OWL ontologies, which can be used as vocabulary when 
constructing more complex RDF statements. Thus, RDF resources can be 
defined under a specific class in an OWL ontology. This ensures that 
new information can be inferred through a reasoning process. 

To perform complex reasoning on this linked-data, existing rules 
languages can be used, or a dedicated rule language can be built to 
define custom rules and use them in a rule-based reasoning process. 
Some of the rule languages that are already available are SWRL [42], 
RIF [64], and the Notation3Logic language [65]. These languages fa-
cilitate rule-based reasoning. 

Related to construction, Gómez et al. [66] explored the augmenta-
tion of semantic BIMs with capabilities to manage imprecision and 
vagueness. Through fuzzy ontologies and reasoning they proposed so-
lutions to several AEC tasks: cross-domain knowledge linking (e.g. with 
partial concept inclusions and graded relationships), imprecise BIM 
queries (e.g. by using linguistic labels and imprecise topological rela-
tions) and fuzzy parametric modeling (e.g. by means of fuzzy axioms 
and maximization of their degree of fulfillment). 

The focus of the current work is on consistency checking and not so 
much in other aspects of reasoning, such as deriving new knowledge. 
Specifically, we aim to identify constraint violations in construction 
schedules and thus validate the data about a construction process 
(modeled as an RDF graph) against a set of constraints. The SPARQL 
Inferencing Notation (SPIN) [67] is a SPARQL-based constraint lan-
guage that offers a way to perform constraint-checking with closed- 
world semantics, leveraging the power of the SPARQL ASK and SPARQL 
CONSTRUCT queries. It links class definitions with SPARQL queries to 
capture constraints that formalize the behavior of the classes. In addi-
tion, SHACL, a data modeling language to model such constraints re-
commended by W3C [68], is a successor to SPIN. Like SPIN, SHACL is a 
language for validating RDF graphs against a set of conditions [68]. 
However, SHACL offers greater flexibility than SPIN in terms of de-
fining the targets for constraints. While SPIN is limited to classes, 

Fig. 1. RDF triple.  
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SHACL can be applied to classes or a set of nodes defined by different 
target mechanisms, including custom targets using SHACL advanced 
features. 

The use of SHACL to define construction scheduling constraints 
means that a dedicated constraint-checking language does not need to 
be developed from scratch. Validating an RDF model with a set of 
constraints using SHACL addresses the inherent issue of the open-world 
assumption in RDF graphs, as SHACL offers the opportunity to define 
structural constraints [69]. Moreover, SHACL has two components:  

• Data graph: contains the data to be validated.  
• Shape graph: contains the constraints against which resources in the 

data graph are validated (called shapes). 

This follows the BRMS principle of dividing knowledge into logic 
and data. Data graphs and shape graphs may be coded as a single RDF 
graph or multiple RDF graphs because the triples in the data graph are 
validated against triples in the shape graph. There are two types of 
shapes in SHACL: the node shape and property shape.  

• Node shapes are constraints that act on subject resources (or concept 
instances) of a specific type (the type can be defined while modeling 
the constraints) in the data graph.  

• Property shapes are constraints that act on the predicate resources (or 
attribute instances). SHACL SPARQL is an advanced feature of 
SHACL that contains all the features mentioned above and offers the 
expressive power of SPARQL to target specific instances of a subject 
resource satisfying certain conditions (flexible in defining the con-
ditions) [70]. 

When a data graph is validated against a shape graph, the resources 
in the data graph are checked against the applicable shapes in the shape 
graph. Then, a validation report (in the form of another RDF graph) is 
produced, which details the resources that have passed or violated the 
constraints. 

The SHACL-based constraint-checking is ideal for validating con-
struction scheduling constraints (which are distributed across multiple 
servers), as SHACL uses the power of linked-data to traverse across 
constraints distributed across heterogeneous data sources and to vali-
date them. 

3. Linked-data based construction constraint-checking 

To support the modeling of constraints spanning domains, this 
paper puts forward LDCC, our proposal for linked-data constraint- 
checking in construction. It addresses the problem of data fragmenta-
tion by linking across domains to check against a set of constraints, 
defined in the SHACL language. In addition to describing the archi-
tecture to perform model-based checking for construction process in-
formation, we developed a web application implementing LDCC and 
validated it using a public dataset (Schependomlaan Open BIM dataset 
[71]), enriched with supporting data. This section presents the archi-
tecture and ontology used for LDCC and how construction scheduling 
constraints are modeled in SHACL. Section 4 describes the prototype 
implementation and testing. 

3.1. Linked-data based constraint-checking architecture 

The architecture for checking the dynamic constraints is shown in  
Fig. 2. The LDCC method is intended to be used at look-ahead planning 
meetings to aid decision making. Detailed construction information 
shared during look-ahead planning meetings (including subtasks and 

constraints) will be the input to LDCC, linked to the 4D BIM, modeled as 
an RDF graph, and checked for constraint violations using the SHACL 
processing engine. This method for identifying constraint violation acts 
as a decision support tool during look-ahead planning meetings, helping 
the engineers to make decisions during these meetings. To provide 
decision support functionalities, there are three layers in this archi-
tecture:  

1 User interface (UI) layer: This layer is for interaction with the user. 
In an effort to make the tool work along with the existing work 
practices [72], we designed the UI layer as an increment to a current 
4D BIM UI with three major inputs from the user. The first input is a 
BIM model with embedded planning information (planning data at 
the master planning/phase planning level). The second input con-
tains information required to enrich the planning data (including 
subtasks for main tasks/activities in master planning, renewable and 
nonrenewable resources needed for executing the tasks, etc.) The 
third user input includes information on constraints and the re-
lationship between activities, subtasks, resources, approvals, etc. 
The output from this layer is the feasibility report of activities 
scheduled using the information from the input layer. 

2 Processing layer: This layer prepares the data for processing, pro-
cesses it and generates a validation report following three steps. The 
first step involves extracting the planning data from the BIM model 
(using a parser and then converting it to an RDF graph) and en-
riching it with the detailed data input from the user (adding triples 
related to subtasks and resources). This enrichment should include 
describing the data based on a suitable ontology automatically, such 
as LinkOnt (explained in Subsection 3.2) as in this paper. This step 
results in the generation of a data graph in RDF for the look-ahead 
window. The second step involves creating a shape graph from the 
constraint information taken as input from the user. This step also 
imports shapes generated in previous meetings into the shapes 
graph. The shape graph is generated using SHACL vocabulary. The 
third step involves validating the data graph against the shape graph 
to identify constraint violations. The resources in the data graph 
containing planning information from the BIM and information 
added from the user during the look-ahead planning meetings are 
validated against corresponding shapes (constraints) in the shape 
graph. A validation report is generated as an output of this step.  

3 Ontology layer: This layer holds the schema for different data (e.g., 
the BIM data, resource data, or SHACL). The schemas are stored in a 
repository on the web and published as per the principles stated by 
Berners-Lee [54]. As this layer is accessed during the execution 
phase, the latest updates to the ontologies and constraint relation-
ships introduce dynamicity in the LDCC architecture. Schemas are 
referenced and not hardcoded. 

This architecture enables the separation between the data graph and 
shape graph, supporting re-evaluation with new information. In any 
case, constraints are not hardcoded into the system but are modeled and 
edited during look-ahead planning meetings. Modeled constraints apply 
to the data in the data graph, enabling the capture of knowledge gen-
erated during meetings to be codified into a machine-readable format 
and reused. For example, if constraints (e.g., lifting capacity) related to 
a resource (e.g., crane) for an activity (e.g. lifting of modules) are dis-
cussed in a look-ahead planning meeting and codified as a constraint 
using the LDCC prototype, a SHACL shape is generated for the resource 
(e.g., a SHACL shape containing information for the lifting operation, 
such as lifting capacity  <  weight of the module). Because the shape is 
generated for this resource, the resource is validated against that shape 
each time the resource is used. Hence, if the same resource is assigned 
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to a similar activity (lifting another module) in a subsequent meeting, 
the resource (crane) is validated against the previously created shape 
(lifting capacity < weight of the module) for the new activity, until the 
shape is deleted from the shape graph. This means that constraints are 
always automatically reused in further meetings even when they are 
not explicitly mentioned. However, if the nature of the activity changes 
completely, a new constraint needs to be modeled. 

3.2. Ontology for linked-data based dynamic constraint-checking 

This section details the data sources, naming strategy, and asso-
ciated ontologies used for supporting LDCC. For LDCC to work, the data 
need to be published following the linked-data principles. The tasks 
involved in publishing information using linked-data include identi-
fying and obtaining access to the data source, analyzing it, defining the 
resource-naming strategy, developing the ontology, transforming the 
data source, and linking with another dataset [73]. Within the scope of 
the objectives of this paper, the generation of the linked-data is to 
support the look-ahead planning tasks and check the look-ahead sche-
dule by traversing across multiple datasets. Therefore, the sources of 
data include BIM (including the construction site information), con-
struction process data, resource information, the approval information, 
etc. The next step is to analyze the data sources used to determine the 
relevant information necessary for performing look-ahead scheduling, 
including the geometry of the construction site and resources, operating 
requirements of the resources, and project management information 
[30]. Regarding the naming strategy for the entities, we chose the 
“hashtag” strategy to avoid redirection issues associated with the 
“slash” format. The relevant data are hosted within the respective ser-
vers [74]. Existing ontologies are reused for the linking data across 
domains in the proposed approach. Particularly, we use IfcOWL to 
capture the model information, LinkOnt (a custom ontology detailed 
below) to capture the resource information and links, and SHACL to 
model constraints. 

To perform dynamic constraint codification, we require several 
classes from IfcOWL (ifcTask, ifcProduct, ifcResource and ifcTaskTime) to 
capture the project management and model information. ifcTask 

describes a construction activity, and ifcResource describes the asso-
ciated resources required to complete an activity. In addition, ifcProduct 
represents the abstract concept of an entity related to the spatial or 
geometric context, whereas ifcTaskTime captures the time-related in-
formation for the activity to be performed. 

LinkOnt is the ontology we propose to support dynamic constraint- 
checking. This ontology introduces classes that are missing from 
IfcOWL but are required to do constraint-checking. Because ifcTask does 
not define the levels of the task (activity, subactivity, and sequence), a 
new class TaskLevel class is used to define the task level with three 
subclasses: MainActivity, SubActivity, and Sequence. To capture the URI 
of the geometry and the operating requirements of resources, 
ifcResource is linked with the Resource class using its Type property. The 
Resource class has a ResourceProp property that links it to the 
ResourceType class (which holds the information about the resource) 
and OpRequirement (which holds the requirements about the operating 
conditions of that resource). To link a resource to a SubActivity, a 
property HasResource is used. In summary, the LinkOnt ontology in-
cludes the following classes (Fig. 3): TaskLevel, MainActivity, SubActivity, 
Sequence, Type, HasResource, Resource, ResourceProp, ResourceType, and 
OpRequirement. 

3.3. Modeling scheduling constraints using Shapes Constraint Language 
(SHACL) 

Scheduling constraints ensure that the activities in the construction 
program are semantically linked to each other. This section describes 
how these scheduling constraints can be modeled as SHACL shapes to 
perform linked-data based constraint-checking. The constraints ensure 
that relationships are captured between the activities themselves, the 
activities and the workspace, and the activities and resources assigned 
to them. Constraints are a key concept in scheduling problems, as they 
describe what is possible and what can be scheduled at a point in time 
[75]. There are different types of construction scheduling constraints. 
Cardinality constraints ensure that the relevant values are present in a 
model for computations to be performed on it. Logical constraints cater 
to construction site constraints and constraints related to resources and 

Fig. 2. LDCC architecture.  
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workspaces [76]. In addition, construction schedules must ensure that 
resources that are not available or suitable are not assigned and must 
guarantee that no two construction processes take place at the same 
time at the same location in an unshared workspace. These three con-
struction scheduling constraints have been formalized into precedence, 
disjunctive, and discrete constraints [14,15]. The following subsections 
describe how these scheduling constraints are modeled as SHACL 
shapes. 

3.3.1. Cardinality constraints 
Cardinality constraints (which are part of SHACL core) represent 

restrictions on the number of values for a given property. This is im-
portant in scheduling, as different properties required different prop-
erty values. For example, all scheduled activities must only have one 
start and one end date. Listing 1 contains the SHACL shape im-
plementing this cardinality constraint. Similar cardinality constraints 
can be defined for other properties. 

Listing 1. Cardinality constraints SHACL shapes. 

In Listing 1, lines 1–6 ensure that each target class Ifc:IfcTask in the 
data graph has a property Ifc:taskTime_IfcTask. This is defined in such a 
way that the SHACL processing engine identifies all the classes defined 
in target class defined by sh:targetClass (in this case Ifc:IfcTask). Once 
the target class instances are identified in the data graph, the processing 
engine searches for the property shape (because the current property is 
defined as a property shape as shown in line 2 – rdf:type sh:Property-
Shape) and the path for the property shape (as shown in line 4: sh:path 
Ifc: taskTime_IfcTask). In addition, minCount and maxCount are applied 
on that property path (in this case Ifc:taskTime_IfcTask). Similarly, lines 
8–13 ensure that each target class taskTime_IfcTask has at least and at 
most one start and end date defined by Ifc:ScheduleStart_IfcTaskTime and 
Ifc:ScheduleFinish_IfcTaskTime properties. 

3.3.2. Logical constraints 
Logical constraints are used to represent the site constraints that 

need to be satisfied for an activity to take place. These constraints might 
relate to space availability, resource parameters, and activity relations. 
For example, the lifting capacity of a crane should always be higher 
than the weight of the module to be lifted. Listing 2 defines the less than 
constraint as an SHACL shape. These shapes can be reused when the 
crane is used to support another activity. 

Fig. 3. Schematic of the LinkOnt ontology, showing its classes and relationships between them.  
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Listing 2. SHACL shape for Less than constraint. 

To model this constraint, we need to use SHACL SPARQL, an ad-
vanced feature of SHACL that adds the expressive flexibility in targeting 
focus nodes. In Listing 2, the aim of the shape is to detect constraint 
violations where the activities have two resources ( < Resource1  >  

line 10, and  <  Resource2  >  line 12) of two types (Re-
source1Type  >  line 11, and  <  Resource2Type > , line 13) and oper-
ating requirements ( < Resource1Prop  >  line 14, and  <  
Resource2Prop > , line 15). The shape checks whether the value of   

< Resource1Prop  >  is less than  < Resource2Prop > . The constraint is 
modeled as a node shape and applied to the LinkOnt:SubActivity (Listing 
2, lines 1–4). The LinkOnt:SubActivity is related to resources assigned to 
it (Listing 2, lines 9, 10, and 13). Therefore, all the assertions of Lin-
kOnt:SubActivity, which has resources of type  < Resource1Type  >  

and  <  Resource2Type > , are checked for the condition  < Re-
source1Prop  >  is less than  <  Resource2Prop > . The assertions of 
LinkOnt:SubActivity which does not have the particular resource type 
are ignored. The properties  < Resource1Prop  >  and  <  
Resource2Prop  >  reside in the respective resource servers. The SE-

LECT queries filter all the LinkOnt:SubActivity assertions with the said 
resource associations and filter the LinkOnt:SubActivity assertions where 
the condition is violated. This raises the message sh:message “Constraint 
LESS THAN is violated” to the user. 

3.3.3. Precedence constraints 
Precedence constraints validate the sequence of activities. They are 

the basis of network-based scheduling methods, such as the critical path 
method [30,77]. An example of a precedence constraint is that the roof 
must be cast after all the columns are cured. Note that these constraints 
do not check the assignment and availability of resources. The con-
straint is mathematically defined as follows:  

Start date of the successor activity ≤ End date of preceding activity.  

In IFC4 [78], an IfcTask class is associated with the details of the 
activities and has the IfcRelSequence as an inverse attribute. IfcRelSe-
quence has attributes that define precedence relations. RelatingProcess 
defines the predecessor, and RelatedProcess defined the successor ac-
tivities. The successor and predecessor activities have the taskTi-
me_IfcTask class as an attribute to hold the start and end times of the 
activities as described in Section 3.3.1. 

Listing 3. SHACL shape for precedence constraint. 

Precedence constraint requires the expressive power of SPARQL to 
determine the activities that have precedence relations associated with 
them. Hence, SHACL SPARQL is used. Listing 3 presents the SHACL 
SPARQL definition of the precedence constraint. It is assigned as a node 
shape on IfcTask (Listing 3, lines 1–3). During the constraint-checking 
stage, all the assertions of Ifc:IfcRelSequence in the data graph are fil-
tered (Listing 3, line 9). The corresponding activities Ifc:relatingPro-
cess_IfcRelSequence (predecessor) and Ifc:relatedProcess_IfcRelSequence 
(successor) are then identified and stored to? predecessor and $this, re-
spectively (Listing 3, lines 10–11). The taskTime_IfcTask assertion 
(which contains the time attributes) is stored to? predecessortime and? 
successortime (Listing 3, lines 12–13). The end date in? predecessortime 
and the start date of? successortime are then stored to? start and? end, 
respectively (Listing 3, lines 14–15). A filter function of the SPARQL is 
used to identify instances where? start is less than? end (Listing 3, line 
16). If the start date of the related process happens before the end date 
of the relating process, a constraint violation is detected and a sh:mes-
sage “Constraint Precedence condition is violated” is raised. This constraint 
can be reused across all the problems where the IFC process data are 
defined using IfcOWL following IFC4. 

3.3.4. Disjunctive constraints 
Disjunctive constraints ensure that processes do not overlap. Thus, if 

a disjunctive constraint is assigned to two activities, they should not 
happen in parallel. These constraints support the modeling of spatial 
constraints [79] and safety constraints (e.g., two activities corre-
sponding to a unique space should not take place simultaneously) 
among others. 

To mathematically define this constraint, consider two activities: 
Activity 1 with start time StartTime_1 and end time EndTime_1 and 
Activity 2 with start time StartTime_2 and end time EndTime_2. The five 
cases to check whether or not they overlap are as follows (they are 
graphically represented in Fig. 4):   

Case 1: StartTime_1 < StartTime_2 < EndTime_1 < EndTime_2;   
Case 2: StartTime_1 < StartTime_2 < EndTime_2 < EndTime_1;   
Case 3: StartTime_2 < StartTime_1 < EndTime_1 < EndTime_2;   
Case 4: StartTime_2 < StartTime_1 < EndTime_2 < EndTime_1; and   
Case 5: StartTime_1=StartTime_2 && EndTime_1=EndTime_2. 

These constraints can be represented as a single statement:  

(StartTime_2  <  EndTime_1 && StartTime_1  <  EndTime_2)|| 
(StartTime_1 = StartTime_2 && EndTime_1 = EndTime_2) 

Fig. 4. Conditions for overlap of two activities.  
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Listing 4. SHACL shape for disjunctive constraint. 

Listing 4 demonstrates a disjunctive constraint modeled as a SHACL 
shape. For this example, a node shape is applied to the IfcProduct class, 
which replicates the space in which an activity is performed (Listing 4, 
lines 1–3). An example of a disjunctive constraint is that no more than 
one activity must happen on a particular object $this of class IfcProduct. 
During the constraint-checking stage, all IfcTask elements related to 
IfcProducts are filtered using the expressive power of SHACL SPARQL 
and are stored into two activities:? activity1 and? activity2 (Listing 4, 
lines 9–12). To ensure that the activities are not the same, a filter op-
erator is used (Listing 4, line 20). The start and end times of? activity1 
and? activity2 are then stored to? start1,? end1, and? start2,? end2, re-
spectively, through a set of code similar to the ones mentioned in  
Section 3.3.3 (Listing 4, lines 13–18). Then,? activity1 and? activity2 are 

checked for overlaps using a filter operator (Listing 4, line 21). If there 
is an overlap, the sh:message “Constraint disjunctive condition is violated” 
is shown (Listing 4, line 5). 

3.3.5. Discrete constraint 
Discrete constraints model the resource availability constraints in 

construction scheduling, which ensures that the allocation of resources 
is made according to the availability at any time point. This constraint 
is frequently used in research studies on resource-constrained project 
scheduling problems [80,81]. Because this constraint is predominantly 
applied to resources, the IfcOWL classes Ifc:IfcResource, Ifc:IfcRe-
lAssignsToProcess, Ifc:taskTime_IfcTask, ScheduleStart_IfcTaskTime, and 
Ifc: ScheduleFinish_IfcTaskTime are used to define it. 
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Listing 5. SHACL shape for discrete constraint. 

Again, SHACL SPARQL is used to model the shape graph for discrete 
constraints (see Listing 5), following a logic similar to that of the pre-
vious disjunctive modeling constraint, although now the constraint is 
defined as a node shape on the IfcResource class instead of IfcProduct 
class (Listing 5, lines 1–3). Unlike the disjunctive constraint, there is a 
possibility for several activities that use a particular resource type to be 
executed in parallel as long as it does not violate the resource constraint 
(i.e., when more than one resource is available for multiple resource 
types). Hence, a count is taken for the number of activities that use a 
type of resource, and the measured count should be less than the total 
number of resources of that type available at any point in time. 

To achieve this, we use the expressive power of SHACL SPARQL 
defined as two nested SPARQL queries. The inner query (Listing 5, lines 
9–24) identifies two activities that use the particular resource at a point 
of time. This loop is similar to the SPARQL query defined in Section 
3.3.4. The IfcTask elements with a relation assigned to IfcResource are 
filtered using the expressive power of SHACL SPARQL. Then, these are 
stored into two activities:? activity1 and? activity2 (Listing 5, lines 
12–13). To ensure that the activities are not the same, a filter operator 
is used (Listing 5, line 22). The start and end times of? activity1 and? 
activity2 are then stored into? start1,end1 and? start2,? end2, respec-
tively, through a code similar to the one in Section 3.3.3 (Listing 5, lines 
15–20). Then,? activity1 and? activity2 are checked for overlaps using a 
filter operator (Listing 5, line 22). The outer query (Listing 5, lines 7, 8, 
and 25) counts the number of instances of activities using resources in 

parallel at a point in time, and these are then compared with the total 
number of resources at that point. If the count is greater than the 
number of resources, a constraint violation is detected, and the user is 
presented with a message “Discrete constraint for the resource not sa-
tisfied” (Listing 5, line 5). 

4. Linked-data based constraint-checking implementation 

After the description of the LDCC method and how constraints are 
modeled as SHACL shapes in the previous section, this section presents 
its implementation (through a web application) to validate the con-
struction scheduling constraints in a look-ahead planning environment. 
We tested the 4D model from the Schependomlaan OpenBIM dataset 
[71]. It contains construction schedule information at the master 
planning level, and its activities were enriched by adding further sub-
tasks and constraints. We manually checked the results from the LDCC 
application to confirm it was able to identify constraint violations. 

4.1. Prototype web application 

The LDCC architecture, discussed earlier in Section 3.1, was im-
plemented as a prototype web application, with its functional details 
shown in Fig. 5. The information required by the developed software is 
imported from an existing BIM model and enriched with user inputs. 
Users can interact with the web application through the front-end 
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which contains two UIs (further elaborated in Section 4.1.1, see Fig. 6):  

1) Model interface – to interact with the geometric model; and. 
2) Task-edit interface – to interact with a Gantt chart to view task in-

formation, and to further enrich the imported data with user inputs. 

The back-end of the web application consists of a processing web 
application and its associated data storage. Details of the different 
components are explained in this section. 

4.1.1. User interface 
The UI presents the imported data to the user, which can be further 

Fig. 5. Functional details of the software implementing LDCC.  

Fig. 6. User interface of the software implementing LDCC.  
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enriched with user inputs. The UI consists of the model interface and 
the task-edit interface, which were implemented separately. The model 
interface was developed using the Unity game engine [82] and its de-
velopment is detailed in an earlier study by the authors [83]. The model 
interface enables 3D interaction with the construction site model (e.g., 
selecting the geometry of the objects, moving the resources, etc.) and 
can be deployed to any device, including augmented reality devices 
(e.g. Microsoft Hololens), virtual reality devices (e.g. HTC Vive), or a 
computer screen through a web browser. To interact with the model 
view, we used the 3Drepo.io unity plugin [84]. The Unity game engine 
has active physics engine which ensures that the model manipulations 
follow real-world physics. 

The task-edit interface was developed using Angular JS [85]. It al-
lows users to manage the project data (e.g., activities, sub activities 
sequences, resources, and constraints), and facilitates the enrichment of 
tasks with further subtasks, resources, and constraints. The task-edit 
interface contains a Gantt chart, generated from the planning data that 
was embedded in the BIM model. When a task in the Gantt chart is 
clicked, the right side of the interface is activated. It shows existing task 
details, such as task name, resource details, and added constraints. 
There are provisions to enrich the existing information with additional 
resources and constraints. Imported data as well as user inputs are 
transformed into data graph and shape graph using the processing web 
application. 

Both interfaces in the UI are connected. When a task is selected in 
the task-edit interface, that task could be manipulated using the model 
interface. All the manipulations in the model interface are recorded and 
transformed into sequences in the task-edit interface. Details on how 
this interface is used to perform constraint-checking are explained in  
Section 4.2. 

4.1.2. Processing web application 
The processing web application is the main application that stands 

between the UI and data storage. It processes the inputs from the users, 
converts them to RDF graphs, acts as a SHACL processing engine, and 
displays validation results. The backend of the processing web appli-
cation is a Flask application [86] which uses the RDFLib library [87] to 
process the data modeled in RDF, and validate the constraints expressed 
as SHACL SPARQL functions using the pySHACL library [88]. The 
construction information was stored as RDF triples following OWL, 
RDF, ifcOWL [57,89,90], LinkOnt and SHACL ontologies. The ontology 
layer was handled through RDFLib, which accesses the schema defini-
tions over the internet to determine the relationships between data. 

4.1.3. Storage 
Two pieces of storage are required. The first one is an FTP server 

that holds the geometry of the resources and the construction site 
model. The model interface of the UI was developed using the Unity 
game engine and requires an AssetBundles file [91] (AssetBundles are 
archive files that contains Unity-specific non-code assets, such as geo-
metry and textures, that Unity can load at run time). Asset bundles are 
downloaded from the FTP server during the runtime using Unity API 
calls to the FTP server. 

A second piece of storage is used for storing specific semantic in-
formation about the construction, such as operating conditions of the 
resources, engineering information embedded in the model, and the 

project management details. These are stored as RDF triples in a Jena 
Fuseki server [92]. The data are accessed by the processing web ap-
plication using HTTP requests. The Jena Fuseki server can also handle 
SPARQL requests from the processing web application to fetch data. 

4.1.4. Data 
For the application to work, two sets of data are required. The first 

set includes information required for managing the construction site, 
such as BIM, construction site characteristics, and project management 
details. Most of the construction site information can be obtained from 
a BIM exported in the IFC format. BIM contains the geometry of the 
structure, the coordinated engineering information, and the project 
management details. The second dataset required by the model includes 
information for resource management. This dataset has details about 
the resources, including their geometry and operating conditions. These 
need to be obtained from subcontractor servers (e.g., using an API to 
the subcontractor common data environment or subcontractor en-
terprise resource planning systems). 

4.2. Prototype evaluation 

To evaluate the developed application, we used the 
Schependomlaan OpenBIM dataset [71] as-planned model from Week 
26 (Fig. 7). This evaluation enabled us to demonstrate the potential of 
LDCC to model and check complex and dynamic scheduling constraints 
in construction. Evaluation is performed by testing LDCC to define and 
execute complex construction scheduling constraints, such as logical 
constraints, precedence constraints, disjunctive constraints, and dis-
crete constraints. 

Table 1 provides the data given as input to the application to enrich 
the information from the Week 26 planning file of the Schependomlaan 
dataset. Two instances of the IfcTask class were enriched (referenced as 
Tasks T1 and T2 in this paper). Enrichment is done by clicking the task 
in the Gantt chart (in the task-edit interface) window shown in Fig. 6. 
Once a task is clicked, the details of that task are displayed in the task 
details pane (Fig. 8). Resources and constraints are added using that 
pane. During enrichment activities, S1, S2, S3, and S4 were added as 

Table 1 
Task details used as inputs for the evaluation.         

Sub Activity Main activity Start date End date Resource assignment Object assignment Precedence  

S1 T1 21/08/2015 23/08/2015 R1, R3 O1  
S2 T2 24/08/2015 27/08/2015 R2, R4 O2 S4 
S3 T2 28/08/2015 30/08/2015 R1, R3 O2  
S4 T2 22/08/2015 25/08/2015 R2, |R4 O2  

Fig. 7. Screenshot of the imported Schependomlaan dataset in an enriched site 
environment. 
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SubActivities to tasks T1 and T2. S1, S2, S3, and S4 are lifting activities 
using cranes R3 and R4 (from trucks R1 and R2) to lift modules O1 and 
O2 respectively. Moreover, R1, R2, and R3 were assigned operating 
requirement values of 5 tons, while R4 was assigned an operating re-
quirement of 3 tons. All resources had a discrete constraint applied to 
them to ensure the resources are allocated as per availability. In addi-
tion, logical constraints were assigned to the resources. Two module 
objects O1 and O2 (with an operating requirement value of 4.5 tons) 
were associated with the activities S1, S2, S3, and S4, and disjunctive 
constraints were applied to ensure that only one subtask is performed 
on an object at one point in time. R1, R2, R3, R4, O1, and O2 were 

stored on external servers (to replicate the case of the construction, 
where this information is hosted in subcontractor servers). A pre-
cedence constraint was applied to activity S2 so that S2 can only start 
after S4. In addition to these definitions, and to demonstrate logical 
constraints, a simple less than was applied for all the resources. The less 
than logical constraint ensures that the value of the operating re-
quirements of the resources is less than that of the operating require-
ment defined in the object associated with that activity. 

When the Validate Task button for an activity is clicked (Fig. 9), the 
data associated with the activity are checked against the shapes. Ad-
ditionally, other activities happening at the same time and their 

Fig. 9. Successful validation of S1 activity.  

Fig. 8. Task-edit interface for the imported dataset. The data shown refer to SubActivity S1.  
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associated resources are also checked for conflicts. Table 2 shows the 
results from the constraint-checking process performed by the appli-
cation. 

The developed application was able to identify several constraint 
violations using information distributed over multiple servers. There 
was no constraint violation for S1 (Fig. 9) and S3, but S2 violates all the 
constraints (Fig. 10), and S4 violates discrete and disjunctive con-
straints. In addition, S2 and S4 overlap each other on 24 August 2015 
(which violates the precedence constraint applied on S2). Moreover, S2 
and S4 share resources R2 and R4, thus violating the discrete resource 
constraints. Similarly, S2 and S4 operate on the same object O2, vio-
lating the disjunctive constraint, as two activities cannot happen in the 
same space simultaneously. The logical constraint is violated for these 
activities, as the operating requirement value of R4 is less than the 
operating requirement value of O2. 

5. Discussion 

The proposed LDCC method follows the principles of BIM based 
rule-checking, and the approach for rule-checking suggested in Eastman 
et al. [37] (discussed in Section 2.1) where rules are translated into 
SHACL automatically by engaging with a UI. Construction information 
is converted to an RDF graph (machine-readable format) for easy ex-
ecution of constraints. The SHACL constraints are then checked for 
constraint violation using a processing web application enabled by 
RDFLib and pySHACL. The results of constraint-checking are reported 
back to the user through the UI. While LDCC allows for automated 
analysis of data from ADC technologies instead of automated distilling 

rules directly from the textual content, rules are defined as constraints 
by the user. LDCC reaches Class 3 complexity, as described by Solihin 
and Eastman [43], because the data structure is extended and traversed 
to provide logical proofs for constraint-checking. 

In contrast with previous studies that uses BIM based rule-checking 
(e.g., [93,94]), our proposal could identify all the constraint violations 
and inform the user about them even when the data are distributed over 
multiple servers. When a discrete constraint was applied to the re-
sources (R1, R2, R3, and R4), the resources do not have any schedule 
data associated with them in their servers. The schedule data were 
stored in the activities, as shown in Table 1, and resources and objects 
were in separate servers making the existing methods unsuitable for 
modeling this complex constraint. Despite this, the LDCC query could 
crawl through the data to identify relevant time data from the resource 
assignments and make logical inferences, to identify whether there 
were multiple assignments during the same period. This is possible 
because the ontology layer is separate from the processing layer; 
therefore, queries need not have the know-how of the whole data 
structure schema but only the attributes necessary for making the tra-
versal (also reported in prior research [24,61]). 

The remaining semantics for the data traversal is handled through 
reasoning offered by the OWL and RDF ontologies. Though this ex-
ample could have been evaluated manually, the real power of the 
proposed LDCC method emerges as the scale of the problem becomes 
larger. As the scale of the problem increases (e.g., managing the re-
sources and space allocation of multiple trades working in a large 
construction site with numerous shared resources), manual methods to 
identify constraint violations among multiple interdependent activities 
and resources becomes difficult [95,96] and results in errors [3]. 
However, using computer-based methods such as LDCC, the scale of the 
problem is no longer a critical issue, as the computer can process these 
interdependencies since the processing mechanism remains the same, 
and the speed is restricted only by the processing capability of the 
computer. 

There are multiple benefits for using the proposed method in look- 
ahead planning. The first benefit of LDCC is that it does not only pro-
vides automatic constraint checks during the look-ahead planning 
meetings, but also captures the construction knowledge generated and 

Table 2 
Results after constraint-checking.    

Subtask Result  

S1 No constraint violation 
S2 Logical constraint violation, disjunctive constraint violation, discrete 

constraint violation, precedence constraint violation 
S3 No constraint violation 
S4 Logical, disjunctive constraint violation, discrete constraint violation 

Fig. 10. Validation failure for S2 activity.  
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discussed in them and codifies it into a machine readable format, which 
can be reused later (as described in section 3.1). This reduces the need 
for data input after a stage of saturation, as the shape graph is popu-
lated during subsequent sessions. The second benefit of this approach is 
that it can accommodate the dynamicity of constraints. Data and con-
straints are added incrementally, and constraint checks can be per-
formed automatically whenever there is a change in the data graph or 
the shapes graph. For example, if the operating requirement of equip-
ment changes when a new operating requirement is modeled as a new 
shape (constraint), all the assignments of the equipment, including the 
ones that had already been checked for constraint violation, would be 
re-evaluated for the new constraint. This enables stakeholders to 
identify the effect of changes in the project variables as and when they 
arise. This feature also enables multiple parties to make changes to the 
codified construction information while maintaining the integrity. 
When linked with other communication platforms, LDCC can inform 
the people responsible for the activities of the constraint violations, if 
any. Therefore, LDCC acts as a “unit-test” environment for short-term 
schedule data. 

In addition, the proposed approach can be combined with machine 
learning frameworks and discrete-event simulation tools to reschedule 
the processes and aid decision making during disruptions because the 
current state of work and the constraints are codified. Previous studies 
have used methods to generate optimal construction schedules ad-
dressing constraints, such as crew availability and material availability 
[97,98]. However, these methods require mathematical modeling of 
constraints to generate schedules. In addition, LDCC eases this task by 
taking in construction constraints spanning multiple domains and dis-
tributed over heterogeneous datasets from the user, converting them 
into a machine-readable format. The LDCC environment thus acts as a 
processing engine for simulations and machine learning algorithms, 
where it is cumbersome to formulate numerous constraints mathema-
tically. For example, in the case of genetic algorithms, the LDCC en-
vironment can be used to check the fitness value of the individuals 
when the constraints cannot be modeled a priori. Similarly, for a re-
inforcement learning algorithm, LDCC can reside within the environ-
ment to evaluate the reward for the actions taken by the agent. Thus, 
the proposed LDCC can be used to automatically reschedule tasks to 
create a feasible look-ahead schedule when there are disruptions, 
thereby supporting look-ahead planning. 

The research presented in this paper is an important first step to-
wards linked-data based rule-checking for construction scheduling 
constraints and the LDCC method demonstrates the effectiveness of the 
approach to address the challenges existing in checking for construction 
constraint violations. However, previous research has reported that the 
ifcOWL ontology (used in our software application) is not well suited 
for linked-data applications [99]. In contrast with ontologies which are 
light and modular [100], ifcOWL is large, complex and contains unin-
tuitive semantic constructs. Hence, it is relatively difficult to model 
SHACL constraints for a user who doesn't have full grasp of the IFC 
schema. We partly addressed this limitation in this work by defining 
SHACL shape snippets for common scheduling constraints (Section 3.3). 
These snippets can be reused through the UI. A limitation of this work is 
not exploring the use of semantic relationships within the geometry 
[55] to perform geometry based constraint-checks, such as the ones 
demonstrated in Schwabe et al. [93]. These geometry-based checks are 
possible; however, they need further investigation before they can be 
defined as SHACL constraints and is an avenue for future research. Also, 
the evaluation of the developed application implementing the frame-
work was done using a public construction dataset as a proof of con-
cept. The software needs to be tested further in actual look-ahead 
planning meetings to demonstrate the effectiveness and to understand 
the limitations. As discussed in the next section, this opens up avenues 
for future research in the area of linked-data in architecture and con-
struction focusing on geometry-based constraint checks and simple 
ontologies to describe construction process information. 

6. Conclusions 

This paper presents a novel method using linked-data based con-
straint-checking to model and validate construction scheduling con-
straints (cardinality constraints, logical constraints, precedence con-
straints, disjunctive constraints, and discrete constraints). The LDCC 
method addresses the inherent challenges in modeling construction 
constraint datasets by leveraging the power of linked-data to traverse 
across the web of data created by linking across the domains and da-
tasets. The prototype web application developed using LDCC archi-
tecture could identify construction scheduling constraint violations for 
input data distributed over multiple servers, thus, demonstrating the 
potential of this approach. 

This paper contributes to the emerging research trajectory on using 
automated methods for construction scheduling by developing a deci-
sion support system to aid look-ahead planning in construction. When 
combined with ADC technologies, LDCC mitigates the difficulty to track 
and monitor the prerequisites and validate constraints in complex 
construction projects through data-driven constraint-checking. In ad-
dition, LDCC method offers opportunity to capture the construction 
knowledge created during look-ahead meetings. This reduces the need 
for redundant input from the stakeholders in subsequent meetings, as 
the stakeholder requirements and constraints are codified into a ma-
chine-readable format. Furthermore, this method acts as a “unit testing” 
environment for detailed construction process information. Unit testing 
fosters model-based collaboration among stakeholders, because every 
time a change occurs, one can evaluate the consequences of change to 
the program and check for constraint violations using the codified 
construction information because the collective construction scheduling 
input of all the stakeholders is codified as detailed construction process 
information and constraints. 

The research presented in this paper is a first step. To exploit the full 
potential of the LDCC method, further research is needed to extend it. 
Researchers working on linked-data in the architecture and construc-
tion domain can use this work reported here as a basis to develop LDCC 
and investigate its applicability to detect violations related to work-
space constraints, construction safety constraints, and construction site 
layout constraints by exploiting the geometric data in the domain 
models. In addition, data science researchers can use the prototype 
developed in this paper to further investigate the potential of the use of 
LDCC as a simulation or processing engine to automate the generation 
of look-ahead schedules using optimization and machine learning. 
Researchers working in the area of lean construction can extend the 
LDCC approach to cater to the constraints in real construction sites and 
test its efficacy in improving the flow of work and to develop further 
methods for enhancing model-based collaboration in look-ahead plan-
ning. Researchers working on ADC can extend it to predict the knock- 
on-effects of the deviations detected by sensors to predict future dis-
ruptions. The current application implementing LDCC provides an im-
portant first step towards linked-data based rule-checking for con-
struction scheduling constraints by checking for construction constraint 
violations. 
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